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Western States Seismic Policy Council 2019 Policy Recommendation Implementation 

Survey Results 

 

 

WSSPC prepared this survey to establish the status of adoption and implementation of each 

adopted policy recommendation in every U.S. member state and territory as of November 2019. 

The survey was emailed to all 16 U.S. state and territory agency members (Emergency 

Management and Geological Survey Directors and Seismic Commission Liaisons) and 

Representatives (State Earthquake and Tsunami Program contacts) in November of 2019. The 

final respondence included in this report was received in March 2020. 

 

All survey questions are based upon the facilitation and communication section of the policy 

recommendations, in the full policy recommendation versions that include the Facilitation and 

Communication, Assessment, and History sections. The survey results are summarized in this 

document.   

 

We received responses from 10 U.S. states. This represents 62.5% of WSSPC US state and 

territory partners. The respondents were:  

• Alaska (AK)    Alaska Division of Homeland Security and  

     Emergency Management  

• Arizona (AZ)    Arizona Geologic Survey 

• California (CA)   California Office of Emergency Management 

• Idaho (ID)    Idaho Office of Emergency Management 

• Montana (MT)    Montana Bureau of Mines and Geology 

• Nevada (NV)    Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology 

• New Mexico (NM)   New Mexico Dept of Homeland Security and 

     Emergency Management 

• Oregon (OR)    Oregon Office of Emergency Management 

• Utah (UT)    Utah Division of Emergency Management 

• Wyoming (WYGS and WYHS) Wyoming State Geological Survey 

Wyoming Office of Homeland Security 
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Note – We received responses from both the Wyoming geological survey (WSGS) and homeland 

security (WYHS) agencies. Where there were differences in answers, we attempted to reconcile 

those answers using both the answers and the comments provided. Reconciliation consisted of: 

• Where both a positive (“yes”) response and a negative (“no”) response was provided, the 

positive response was counted 

• Where comments were provided from one agency and/or the other, both comments were 

included and designated using the coding “WYGS” for state geological survey and 

“WYHS” for homeland security 
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Western States Seismic Policy Council 

2020 Policy Recommendation Implementation Survey  

 

WSSPC requests response to this survey to establish the status of adoption and implementation 

of each adopted policy recommendation in every member state, province, and territory as of 

December 2018. The survey was emailed to all members (Emergency Management and 

Geological Survey Directors and Seismic Commission Liaisons) and Representatives (State 

Earthquake Program contacts). 

Please respond by February 14, 2020. This allows for results to be gathered and reported at the 

March 2020 Annual Business Meeting being held in conjunction with the National Earthquake 

Conference. Survey results will be published on the WSSPC website. 

The survey questions are based upon the facilitation and communication section of the policy 

recommendations, in the full policy recommendation versions that include the Facilitation and 

Communication, Assessment, and History sections.  

The survey may be answered quickly by answering Yes, No, or N/A (Not Applicable), but 

detailed comments of your state’s progress on implementing the policies is appreciated. 

The last policy survey was conducted in 2017 and the results are posted at 

http://www.wsspc.org/public-policy/recommendation-survey/ .   

Policies:  

The policies are organized by category rather than in numerical order.  

POLICY CATEGORIES 

Category Policy Number 

Risk Reduction Strategies  18-2 

Hazard Identification and Assessment  18-1, 18-3 

Earthquake Monitoring and Early Warning  17-3, 17-7 

Building Codes  18-4, 17-4, 16-4 

School Building Safety  19-10, 17-8 

Lifelines  19-11, 19-12 

Tsunami  17-1, 16-1 

Post-Event Management  19-3 

 

http://www.wsspc.org/public-policy/recommendation-survey/
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Please note the new proposed Seismic Safety Council/Commission policy is not included in the 

list. This is because the policy is under review for the first time this year and has not been 

formally adopted.  

WSSPC also respectfully requests that, if you have any policies in place or new policy 

recommendations which may be of value to other members and partner, you share these policies 

or ideas as part of this survey. 

Your participation is critical in helping measure the effectiveness of WSSPC, prioritizing future 

work, and in hearing from our members what you may want or need assistance with. Thank you! 

Risk Reduction Strategies 

 
Policy Recommendation 18-2: Developing Earthquake and Tsunami Risk-Reduction 

Strategies  

WSSPC strongly encourages states, provinces, territories, First Nations, tribes, and local 

governments to form public-private partnerships to develop and continually update long-term, 

comprehensive statewide and community-level earthquake and tsunami risk-reduction strategies 

as part of an all-hazards plan to reduce injury, loss of life, property damage and economic 

disruption from earthquakes and tsunamis. 

 

a) Has your agency sent this policy recommendation to all identified policy and decision 

makers (elected officials, heads of key departments, such as emergency managers, building 

officials and planners, and chairs of the State Seismic Safety Commission and Boards)? 

 

 

Yes (4): AK, CA, UT, WY 

No (5): AZ, ID, MT, OR, NV 

N/A (1): NM 

No Response (0): 

 

    
 

YES

NO

N/A No Response

18-2

YES

NO

N/A

No Response
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Comments: 

 

(UT) “The Utah Division of Emergency Management (DEM), the Utah Seismic Safety 

Commission (USSC), the University of Utah Seismograph Stations, the Utah Geological 

Survey, the Utah Structural Engineers Association (SEAU), and the Utah Chapter of the 

Earthquake Engineering Research Institute are the organizations in the state that push risk-

reduction strategies and routinely sponsor risk-awareness education and resiliency 

workshops. To mention a few: Building Resilient Communities, Utah Earthquake Resiliency 

Workshop, Utah Legal and Policy Aspects of Resiliency and Disaster Reduction and several 

Salt Lake County annual Resiliency Workshops.” 

 

(WYHS) “Earthquake Risk Reduction Strategies are encouraged as part of the state’s and 

local emergency response planning, Threat Hazard Identification and Risk Assessment 

(THIRA), the State Preparedness Report (SPR), Training and Exercise Workshops, and 

mitigation planning.   

 

We also encourage public-private partnerships to develop through use of Local Emergency 

Planning Committees for mitigation planning and emergency response planning efforts at the 

local level.  The state collaborates with multiple private partners at the state level which 

include electrical grid partners, non-profit partners, water systems partners, transportation 

partners, supply chain partners, and other critical infrastructure partners.” 

 

 

b) Please describe your state, province, or territory’s efforts forming public/private 

partnerships to develop earthquake and tsunami risk reduction strategies. 

 

(AK) “The DHS&EM Earthquake & Tsunami Program Manager serves as one of the eleven 

Commission board members appointed by the Governor for the Alaska Seismic Hazard 

Safety Commission (ASHSC).  The ASHSC advises the Governor, Executive Branch, State 

Legislature, and public on seismic issues.  The Commission holds public meetings monthly 

and promotes development of effective practices and policies for earthquake loss-reduction. 

The DHS&EM Earthquake & Tsunami Program Manager serves as one of the eleven 

Commission board members appointed by the Governor.  In addition, the Alaska Partnership 

for Infrastructure Protection, or APIP, works to integrate the private and public sector critical 

infrastructure owners into the municipal, state, and federal emergency framework, 

participating in all stages of the disaster cycle, from preparedness and mitigation through to 

response and recovery. APIP’s purpose is to improve Alaska’s emergency management 

capabilities through information sharing, emergency planning and process improvement.” 

 

(OR) “Oregon actively develops public/private partnerships to develop earthquake and 

tsunami risk reduction strategies. As one example, the Oregon Health Authority’s Coastal 

Hospital Resilience Project includes state and local governments and all eleven coastal 

hospitals.” 
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(CA) “The Cal OES Seismic Hazards Branch (SHB) works with a variety of government, 

university, and private partners. 

• Cal OES and CGS represent California at two national-level NTHMP meetings annually 

where information and best practices are shared among state/territory emergency 

managers and scientists, as well as federal partners from FEMA and NOAA/NWS. 

• The California Tsunami Steering Committee meets twice annually setting state-level 

priorities benefitting coastal government partners, with primary attendance from Cal 

OES, CGS, NWS, County/City Emergency Managers, and other state/federal agencies. 

• The Cal OES Earthquake Early Warning Program coordinates system implementation, 

and convenes the California Earthquake Early Warning Advisory Board, which advises Cal 

OES on all aspects of the program, including, but not limited to, the functional areas of 

System Operations, Research & Development, Education & Outreach, Tools & Resources, 

and Finance. 

• The Cal OES Earthquake Program coordinates with CGS, California Earthquake 

Authority, and the California Seismic Safety Commission.   

• The Earthquake Brace and Bolt program was developed under authority of CEA and 

CalOES via authority under the California Residential Mitigation Program.    

Cal OES SHB coordinates with the Southern California Earthquake Center to deliver 

outreach capability via Great California ShakeOut Exercise, Tsunami Preparedness Week, 

the Earthquake Country Alliance (Bay Area, Southern California, and North Coast Redwood 

Coast Tsunami WorkGroup).” 

(NV) “Although not a coastal state, Nevada is vulnerable to tsunami hazards along the shores 

of Lake Tahoe.  Several active faults traverse the lake and could be sources of instantaneous 

land level change that could generate tsunami.  NBMG is searching for funding to conduct 

tsunami inundation modelling and mapping. 

Tsunamis and seiche have been mentioned in the Nevada State Mitigation Plan as a potential 

hazard for all large bodies of water in Nevada.” 

 

(OR) “Oregon actively develops public/private partnerships to develop earthquake and 

tsunami risk reduction strategies. As one example, the Oregon Health Authority’s Coastal 

Hospital Resilience Project includes state and local governments and all eleven coastal 

hospitals.” 

(UT) “An earthquake risk reduction plan with strategies has been extensively updated in the 

latest Utah State Hazards Mitigation Plan (https://hazards.utah.gov/). In addition, DEM’s 

Utah Public Private Partnership, UP3, engages the private sector and has created the Lifeline 

Infrastructures Resiliency Council (LIRC). This council works to provide all-hazards 

information to the private sector in particularly to the large corporations that supply needed 

infrastructure services. LIRC meets quarterly to examine critical issues and work on 

solutions.” 
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(WYGS) “Outside of providing local governments and the public scientific data related to 

earthquakes and earthquake risk, WSGS is not currently a member of any partnerships.” 

 

(WYHS) “Multiple meetings are held with partners throughout the year to address multiple risk-

reduction strategies, including earthquake risk-reduction strategies.”
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Hazard Identification and Assessment 

 
Policy Recommendation 18-1: Earthquake and Tsunami Planning Scenarios 

WSSPC strongly encourages states, provinces, territories, First Nations, tribes, and local 

governments to establish an active program to produce Earthquake and/or Tsunami Planning 

Scenarios for areas with high risk and vulnerability. WSSPC also recommends that state and 

federal agencies and potential private partners support the production of these Planning 

Scenarios through their funding resources and in-kind services. 

 

a) Has your agency developed and published any new earthquake and tsunami planning 

scenarios since 2018? 

 

Yes (5): AK, CA, ID, NV, OR 

No (4): AZ, MT, UT, WY 

N/A (1): NM 

No Response (0): 

 

 
 

Comments: 

 

b) If yes, please describe. 

(AK) “On November 30, 2018 Alaska was impacted by a 7.1 M earthquake in the main 

population center of Anchorage. Based on prior years’ exercises and scenarios, the response and 

recovery was amazing. Many lessons have been learned from this real event. NEHRP funded 

training in post-seismic assessments have continued and are invaluable to the efforts for a 

statewide response. DHSEM also collaborates with the University of Alaska’s, Alaska 

Earthquake Center (AEC), to publish new tsunami inundation scenarios for more than 16 Alaska 

communities and surrounding areas. NTHMP funding has been secured to map additional coastal 

communities in coming years” 

YES
50%NO

40%

N/A
10%

No Response
0%

18-1-A

YES

NO

N/A

No Response
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(CA) “Cal OES has participated in development, delivery and use of multi-agency, multi-

discipline-supported scenarios that can assist with exercise planning and other efforts.  These 

have been developed with extensive multidisciplinary coordination since ShakeOut 2008 

c) Haywired Scenario https://www.usgs.gov/natural-hazards/science-application-risk-

reduction/science/haywired-scenario?qt-science_center_objects=0#qt-science_center_objects  

d) Tsunami Scenario https://www.usgs.gov/centers/wgsc/science/safrr-tsunami-scenario?qt-

science_center_objects=0#qt-science_center_objects 

e) San Diego Scenario https://sandiego.eeri.org/?page_id=265 

f) ShakeOut Scenario https://pubs.usgs.gov/of/2008/1150/ 

 

Further, the State of California Hazard Mitigation Plan outlines past seismic, tsunami, volcano, 

and related hazard assessment, and make recommendations for the future: 

https://www.caloes.ca.gov/cal-oes-divisions/hazard-mitigation/hazard-mitigation-planning/state-

hazard-mitigation-plan “ 

 

 (ID) “Idaho developed an Earthquake Clearinghouse Operations Plan.” 

(NV) “Over the last decade, NBMG has assisted numerous local governments in developing 

hazard mitigation plans.  No new planning scenarios have been developed since 2018, but 

several scenarios, such as for a Washoe County earthquake exercise began to be developed in 

2019.” 

 

(OR) “An example of a scenario is EARTHQUAKE REGIONAL IMPACT ANALYSIS FOR 

CLACKAMAS, MULTNOMAH, AND WASHINGTON COUNTIES, OREGON by John M. 

Bauer1, William J. Burns1, and Ian P. Madin (DOGAMI OPEN-FILE REPORT O-18-02). The 

results of this report are being used in numerous local hazard mitigation plans, a local economic 

impact analyses, and other planning work.” 

 

No - (AZ) “AZGS has not taken the lead in EQ planning scenarios. The Arizona Dept. of 

Emergency and Military Affairs has participated in several earthquake tabletop exercises over 

the past five years.” 

 

  

https://www.usgs.gov/natural-hazards/science-application-risk-reduction/science/haywired-scenario?qt-science_center_objects=0#qt-science_center_objects
https://www.usgs.gov/natural-hazards/science-application-risk-reduction/science/haywired-scenario?qt-science_center_objects=0#qt-science_center_objects
https://www.usgs.gov/centers/wgsc/science/safrr-tsunami-scenario?qt-science_center_objects=0#qt-science_center_objects
https://www.usgs.gov/centers/wgsc/science/safrr-tsunami-scenario?qt-science_center_objects=0#qt-science_center_objects
https://sandiego.eeri.org/?page_id=265
https://pubs.usgs.gov/of/2008/1150/
https://www.caloes.ca.gov/cal-oes-divisions/hazard-mitigation/hazard-mitigation-planning/state-hazard-mitigation-plan
https://www.caloes.ca.gov/cal-oes-divisions/hazard-mitigation/hazard-mitigation-planning/state-hazard-mitigation-plan
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Hazard Identification and Assessment 

 
Policy Recommendation 18-3: Definitions of Recency of Surface Faulting for the Basin and 

Range Province 

WSSPC recommends that each state in the Basin and Range physiographic province (BRP), 

through consultation with state and federal geological surveys and other earthquake-hazard 

experts, define scientifically and societally relevant categories for recency of surface faulting 

(generally earthquake magnitude ≥M 6.5). WSSPC further recommends that in the absence of 

information to the contrary, all Quaternary faults be considered to have the recency of activity 

documented in the USGS Quaternary fault and fold database until more adequate data can be 

developed. 

 

a) Have these definitions of surface faulting in the Basin & Range Province been communicated 

to policy makers? 

 

Yes (4): AZ, CA, NM, UT 

No (4): ID, MT, OR, WY 

N/A (2): AK, NV 

No Response (0): 

 

 
 

Comments: 

 

(AZ) “We have published information on fault systems and level of activity (i.e., active in past 

10,000 years) and we host the Natural Hazards in Arizona viewer which includes a fault theme.  

We have not directly informed policy makers.” 

(CA) “The California Geological Survey is the regulatory agency with authority for regulating 

earthquake hazards.  Earthquake fault zones were conceived in the Alquist-Priolo Earthquake 

Fault Zoning Act (Alquist-Priolo Act). The intent of the Alquist-Priolo Act is to reduce losses 

from surface fault rupture. California created this law following the destructive 1971 San 

Fernando earthquake (magnitude 6.6), which was associated with extensive surface fault ruptures 

that damaged numerous structures.”  

YES
40%

NO
40%

N/A
20%

No Response
0%

18-3-A

YES

NO

N/A

No Response

https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displayText.xhtml?division=2.&chapter=7.5.&lawCode=PRC
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displayText.xhtml?division=2.&chapter=7.5.&lawCode=PRC
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(ID) “These definitions haven’t been officially adopted by the Idaho Geological Survey, but we 

are working on updating and revising our active fault database. Previous versions of the fault 

database include Miocene and younger faults; new versions of the fault database may have a 

different age cut-off for inclusion as “active”. 

 

(NV) “NBMG staff often communicate the definitions to local engineering geologic companies 

that are conducting surface fault rupture hazard evaluations.” 

(NM) “Yes – in a limited capacity. Information has been included in the State Hazard Mitigation 

Plan. Which is a resource for all other jurisdictions within the state to develop local hazard 

mitigation plans and influences the kinds of Mitigation Actions those communities would like to 

see implemented. Local HMP (and the State’s HMP) requires adoption by the entity’s governing 

body.” 

(OR) “Comments: There are erroneous “state border faults” between the States of Oregon, 

Nevada and Idaho in the basin and range, which should be rectified. Currently, active faults 

terminate at state borders due to lack of continuous fault mapping into the adjacent state. If 

funding resources were made available, DOGAMI would map Quaternary basin and range faults 

near the state borders.” 

 

(UT) “The latest definitions of surface faulting in the Basin and Range Province are part 

of the Utah Geological Survey Circular 122: Guidelines for Investigating Geologic Hazards and 

Preparing Engineering-Geology Reports, with a Suggested Approach to Geologic-Hazard 

Ordinances in Utah (https://ugspub.nr.utah.gov/publications/circular/c-122.pdf). This publication 

is being provided to local governments for planning and ordinance development.” 

 

b) Have these definitions been adopted by your state, province, or territory? 

Yes (2): CA, NV 

No (5): ID, MT, NV, UT, WY  

N/A (2): AK, 

No Response (1): AZ 

 

   
   

Yes 
20%

No
50%

N/A
20%

No 
Response

10%

18-3-B

Yes

No

N/A
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Comments: 

 

(AZ) “Not to my knowledge.”  

(CA) “Alquist-Priolo earthquake fault zones are regulatory zones surrounding the surface traces 

of active faults in California. (A trace is a line on the earth's surface defining a fault.) Wherever 

an active fault exists, if it has the potential for surface rupture, a structure for human occupancy 

cannot be placed over the fault and must be a minimum distance from the fault (generally fifty 

feet).  The Alquist-Priolo Act only addresses the hazard of surface fault rupture and is not 

directed toward other earthquake hazards. 

• In real estate transactions, the seller must disclose to prospective buyers when an 

earthquake fault zone affects the property for sale. 

• Local agencies must regulate development projects within earthquake fault zones. Before 

they can permit a new project, cities and counties require a geologic investigation to 

demonstrate that proposed buildings will not be constructed on active faults.” 

(ID) “These definitions haven’t been officially adopted by the Idaho Geological Survey, but we 

are working on updating and revising our active fault database. Previous versions of the fault 

database include Miocene and younger faults; new versions of the fault database may have a 

different age cut-off for inclusion as “active”.” 

 

(NV) “Although the State of Nevada does not have an official policy outlining the definitions of 

recency of surface faulting, NBMG has developed a set of professional practice guidelines for 

evaluating potential surface fault rupture hazards in Nevada.  The guidelines are slightly more 

conservative than PR 18-3 in that a Holocene active fault is one that has moved in the last 10,000 

years as opposed to the last 15,000 years as outlined in the PR.” 

(OR) “There are erroneous “state border faults” between the States of Oregon, Nevada and Idaho 

in the basin and range, which should be rectified. Currently, active faults terminate at state 

borders due to lack of continuous fault mapping into the adjacent state. If funding resources were 

made available, DOGAMI would map Quaternary basin and range faults near the state borders.” 

 

(UT) “Land use in Utah is generally controlled at the local government level in Utah. The 

Utah Geological Survey has adopted the surface faulting definitions as described above.” 

 

  

https://www.conservation.ca.gov/cgs/alquist-priolo
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Earthquake Monitoring and Early Warning 

 
Policy Recommendation 17-3: Earthquake Monitoring Networks 

WSSPC supports the continued expansion and modernization of earthquake monitoring networks 

as envisioned and articulated by the Advanced National Seismic System (ANSS), with emphasis 

on expanded strong-motion monitoring in areas prone to large earthquakes and in urban areas, 

including selected engineered structures; increased regional broadband seismograph 

instrumentation; increased geodetic instrumentation; and earthquake early warning capabilities. 

The resulting data will provide better understanding of future ground shaking potential, tsunami 

generation potential, more rapid information for emergency response, and insights for the 

improved design of more earthquake and tsunami-resistant construction. 

 

a) Has your state, province, or territory been able to expand its seismic monitoring capabilities 

in partnership with the United States Geological Survey or the Geological Survey of 

Canada? 

 

Yes (8): AK, AZ, CA, ID, MT, NV, OR, UT, 

No (2): ID, WY 

N/A (0): 

No Response (0): 

 

     
 

Comments: 

 

(CA) “Earthquake Early Warning (EEW) research in California goes back more than 30 years.  

More info in answers to subsequent questions.” 

 

(ID) “Idaho does not have a state seismologist, nor does it have its own seismic network. This is 

an issue that the Idaho Geological Survey recognizes and occasionally raises, but we are still 

looking for funding sources to improve the situation.” 

Yes 80%

No 20%

N/A 0% No 
Response 

0%

17-3

Yes

No

N/A

No Response
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(NV) “NSL has expanded both their seismological and fire camera monitoring programs in 

Nevada and eastern California. Support for improved seismic monitoring in partnership with the 

USGS has come in three forms: 1) expansion of regional broadband monitoring through our 

ANSS coop, 2) upgrades to our existing station instrumentation and power and telemetry 

infrastructure through ANSS deferred maintenance supplemental funding, and 3) new station 

installation and upgrades of analog stations in NSL monitored regions of Eastern California 

through earthquake early warning funding. 

The NSL 5-year cooperative ANSS monitoring agreement with the USGS initially provided 

instrumentation and materials and supplies for the installation of 1 new broadband monitoring 

station near the Las Vegas urban area for each year between 2015-2019. Funding for these 

upgrades was cut during 2017 and 2018, but restored in 2019, resulting in support for one new 

broadband installation during the last two years. 

The USGS has also provided 2 supplemental deferred maintenance awards during FY2018 and 

FY2019 to improve strong-motion monitoring for the Reno/Carson City and Las Vegas urban 

areas, improve broadband station coverage through analog upgrades, and reduce data latency for 

stations near the Nevada/California border.  

The Nevada Seismological Laboratory has significantly expanded its AlertTahoe fire camera 

network which provides improved telemetry capabilities.  During the 2018-2019 field seasons, 

NSL installed 8 new fire monitoring cameras in Northern Nevada in partnership with BLM 

Nevada, in addition to more than 300 additional cameras in California, Idaho, Oregon, and 

Washington. Although not directly related to seismic monitoring, the installation of the 8 new 

Nevada cameras has completed a microwave telemetry buildout across Northern Nevada that can 

be used to support expanded regional broadband monitoring capabilities in the future.” 

 

(OR) “DOGAMI provides funds to the University of Oregon through its State Strong Motion 

Instrument Program tied to the Oregon Structural Specialty Code.” 

 

(UT) “The Utah Regional Seismic Network is part of the ANSS. As such, we receive 

USGS support to continue, and while limited because of available funds, expand monitoring 

capabilities. Expanded capabilities since 2018 include upgrading the urban strong-motion 

network along the Wasatch Front with modern instrumentation (new sensor and digitizer 

packages, as well as communications equipment) and the purchase of new computers that will be 

used to migrate to the newest versions of the ANSS Quake Monitoring Software. We have also 

been able to grow (increase the number of stations) the network with funding from the State of 

Utah, NIOSH, and DOE.” 

 

 

b) If yes, how many stations and what type (for example: broadband seismograph, 

instrumentation of engineered structures or geodetic instrumentation) of instrumentation 

have you been able to install?  
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(AK) “The Alaska Earthquake Center (AEC) operates a seismic network distributed throughout 

the state receiving data from all stations in near real time. Within the large network are 

subnetworks comprised of stations, which serve several purposes. One subnetwork, operated 

jointly with the Alaska Volcano Observatory (AVO), includes more than 100 stations that 

monitor 17 active volcanoes. Another evaluates tsunami hazard potential with more than 20 

stations located in coastal communities, which is operated in cooperation with the National 

Tsunami Warning Center. As part of NOAA’s National Tsunami Hazard Mitigation Program, the 

AEC is participating in a project that will augment the tsunami subnetwork with 21 new modern 

seismic stations.” 

(AZ) “Over the past several years we have added several seismic stations bringing the total of 

broadband stations to 13.”  

(CA) “Cal OES is one of five founding partners, including USGS, of the California Integrated Seismic 

Network (CISN) which makes up the backbone to the CA Earthquake Early Warning System 

(CEEWS).  Since 2016, CA has received over $22 million to fund the upgrade and installation of 300 

broadband (113) and strong motion stations (187).  Funding has gone to CISN partners to install these 

stations statewide, including UC Berkeley, Caltech, USGS Menlo Park, CA Geological Survey (CGS) 

and Department of Conservation (DWR). The CEEWS will have a minimum of 1,115 sensors statewide 

when completed. 

• Green = Sensors currently contributing to EEW. 

• Blue = 2016 funded sites 

• Yellow = 2018 funded sites 

*More sensors are being added every week!” 

 

 

(ID) “Idaho does not have a state seismologist, nor does it have its own seismic network. This is 

an issue that the Idaho Geological Survey recognizes and occasionally raises, but we are still 

looking for funding sources to improve the situation.” 

 

(MT) “The Montana Bureau of Mines and Geology has not yet expanded its seismic monitoring 

capabilities but we anticipate progress over the next year. The MBMG Montana Regional 

Seismic Network was an ANSS member for 12 years until 2015 when a competitive proposal for 

continued funded was rejected. MBMG planned to resubmit a proposal in 2019 but learned that 

ANSS proposals would be accepted only by invitation. MBMG has since rejoined ANSS as a 

self-supported network (i.e. no USGS funding). We are planning to upgrade two analog 
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seismograph stations with modern digital instrumentation this summer with assistance from 

USGS deferred maintenance support. The MBMG is currently exploring state support for 

network upgrades but does not yet have a clear path forward. We have recently incorporated data 

from three amateur-operated stations (https://raspberryshake.net/stationview/) into the network.” 

 

(NV) “When the deferred maintenance upgrades for the FY2018 and FY2019 awards are 

complete, NSL will have upgraded: 

• 15 strong-motion station upgrades in the Reno/Carson City urban area, 

• 10 strong-motion station upgrades in the Las Vegas urban area, 

• 4 regional analog station upgrades to broadband instrumentation, and 

• 15 datalogger upgrades to reduce latency for seismic monitoring stations in the 

Nevada/California border regions.” 

(NM) “6 intermediate-period 3-component stations installed in Permian Basin to monitor 

induced seismicity, plans for more improvements in near future” 

 

(OR) “Approximately 40 stations were acquired in 2016 that have seismic instruments that will 

support ShakeAlert. Between 2017 to current, approximately new 32 stations have been 

installed. Additional stations are needed before ShakeAlert can be made publicly available.” 

 

(UT) “As stated above the growth was in replacement hardware with USGS funding.” 

 

 

 

 

  

https://raspberryshake.net/stationview/
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Earthquake Monitoring and Early Warning 

 
Policy Recommendation 17-7: Earthquake Early Warning Systems 

WSSPC recommends the research, development, and implementation of earthquake early 

warning systems in those states or regions with high seismic risk and a seismic network that can, 

or can be enhanced to, support an early warning capability. These national and regional-specific 

systems should include outreach, education, training, management, and ongoing maintenance of 

the systems. 

 

a) Has your state, province or territory established a state-level working group on earthquake 

early warning? 

 

Yes (3): CA, OR, NV 

No (7): AK, AZ, ID, MT, NM, UT, WY 

N/A (0): 

No Response (0): 

 

 
 

Comments: 

(CA)  

• “The California Earthquake Early Warning System is governed by a Board and an 

operational structure that included the California Integrated Seismic Network (CISN), that 

comprises the USGS, UC Berkley, Cal Tech, Cal OES, California Geological Society (CGS) 

and other partner universities and organizations 

• Individuals or businesses receiving an alert will vary depending on the distance they are from 

the Epicenter of the earthquake.  The closer you are, the shorter the alert time, the further you 

are, the longer the alert time they will receive.  

• The statewide seismic instrumentation build out has been fully funded, in large part due to 

over $40 million in State General Funds over three budget cycles.” 

Yes 30%

No 70%

N/A 0%
No 

Response
0%

17-7
Yes

No

N/A

No
Response
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(ID) “Idaho still lacks an adequate seismic monitoring network, so EEW is probably not yet 

possible.” 

 

(NM) “NM considered moderate risk” 

(OR) “The University of Oregon has a ShakeAlert coordinator who organizes stakeholder 

meetings.” 

 

b) Is earthquake early warning being considered in your state, province, or territory? 

Yes (6): AK, CA, ID, NV, OR, UT 

No (4): AZ, MT, NM, WY 

N/A (0): 

No Response (0): 

 

   
 

Comments: 

 

(AK) “It has been looked into but we have limited capabilities and sparse populations to benefit 

the high costs.” 

 

(CA) “The California Earthquake Early Warning System went live in October 2019.  The system 

marries a smartphone application with traditional alert and warning delivery methods such as 

Wireless Emergency Alerts (WEA). The system uses ground motion sensors from across the 

state to detect earthquakes before humans can feel them and notifies you in real time.   

• Earthquake Early Warning (EEW) systems use science, state-of-the-art ground motion 

monitoring, as well as new and existing alerting methods to deliver warnings to people via 

cell phones before the strongest shaking arrives. Seconds to tens of seconds of alert can 

provide opportunity to take life-saving actions such as Drop, Cover, and Hold On and put 

devices into various forms of a safe mode.  

YES
60%

NO
40%

N/A
0% No Response

0%

17-7-B

YES

NO

N/A

No Response
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• The speed of the alert will vary depending on one’s distance from the origin of the 

earthquake. The closer one is to origin, the quicker one will receive the alert. In some cases 

people may receive an alert once they feel shaking or after an earthquake passes.” 

 

(ID) “The Idaho Bureau of Disaster Services (now Idaho Office of Emergency Management 

[IOEM]), FEMA, and the Idaho Department of Education funded a review of seismic safety for 

public school buildings in 1988. Part of that review was to identify high risk school buildings. 

More recently, the IOEM received NEHRP funds to do a seismic assessment of state and school 

buildings, create an inventory of URM facilities, and identify vulnerable structures.” 

 

(MT) “Earthquake early warning requires a modern state-of-the-art network but Montana has an 

aging primarily analog network struggling for support.” 

 

(NV) “In addition to support for improved seismic monitoring through the ANSS cooperative 

agreement, the USGS has provided support for earthquake early warning sensor network 

buildout in NSL monitored regions of Eastern California Awards active in 2018 and 2019 

include funding for upgrades of analog stations in the Truckee/Tahoe region (G17AC00314 

primary award and supplement, active 8/15/2017-8/14/2019) and in the Mammoth Lake/Bishop 

and Death Valley regions (G19AC00265, active 8/15/2019-8/14/2021). These upgrades will 

support: 

• 12 analog to strong-motion upgrades in the Truckee/Tahoe region, 

• 3 new Sierra Nevada foothills strong-motion stations that are collocated with NSL 

AlertWildfire cameras, 

• 1 analog to broadband and strong motion upgrade in the Truckee/Tahoe region,  

• 2 strong motion and datalogger upgrades at existing broadband sites in the 

Truckee/Tahoe Region, 

• 8 analog to strong-motion upgrades in the Mammoth/Bishop region, 

• 1 analog to broadband and strong motion upgrade in the Mammoth/Bishop region, and 

• 1 analog to broadband and strong motion upgrade in Death Valley National Park.” 

 

(OR) “The 2020 Senate Bill 1537, which is currently under consideration, includes funds to 

complete the build out of the ShakeAlert system to the extent that will allow for public alerts.” 

 

(UT) “Due to the seismic risk in the region, it has been suggested that Utah will be one of the 

next states to roll EEW. Although, this will require increased funding for the program. In 

preparation for this, we are planning a workshop for February 2021 where we start some initial 

planning exercises and all new instrumentation will have the capabilities to be added to an EEW 

system.” 
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Building Codes 

 
Policy Recommendation 18-4: Identification and Mitigation of Non-Ductile Concrete 

Buildings 

WSSPC recommends that states, provinces, territories or communities with moderate and high 

seismicity consider creating programs to identify non-ductile concrete buildings and develop 

plans and policies that will effectively reduce the risks in their jurisdictions. 

 

a) Has your state, province or territory identified, prioritized, or inventoried its non-ductile 

concrete buildings? 

 

Yes (5): AK, CA, ID, NV, WY 

No (5): AZ, MT, NM, OR, UT 

N/A (0):  

No Response (0): 

 

   
 

Comments: 

 

(UT) “This is building type, being a close relative to unreinforced masonry (URM), is 

found more so in the commercial buildings and as a total number is significantly less than 

residential URMs.” 

 

(WYHS) “We have identified and inventoried some non-ductile concrete buildings and 
unreinforced masonry buildings in the state’s highest risk areas, which are located on the western 

portions of Wyoming.  The inventoried buildings are all public buildings.  This was done 

utilizing NEHRP Grant funding and NETAP-trained volunteer personnel several years ago.” 

 

 

YES
50%
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50%

N/A
0% No Response

0%

18-4-A
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b) If yes, please describe your state, province, or territory efforts to reduce risks from non-

ductile concrete buildings and how the costs are being borne (e.g. retrofits, replacing 

buildings, risk disclosure, etc.) 

(AK) “Alaska continues a major effort to provide funding and technical assistance for local 

community hazard mitigation planning and identifying non- ductile concrete buildings and 

develop plans and policies that will effectively reduce the risks. In 2017- 2018, nineteen Alaskan 

communities throughout the state developed or updated their mitigation plans. The hazard 

mitigation planning process includes surveys and identifying non-ductile concrete buildings and 

conducting community meetings in which seismic and tsunami risk and mitigation are discussed 

and prioritized, among other hazards. These plans result in communities that have assessed 

seismic and tsunami hazards and their associated risks, and developed strategies to address them. 

This activity is consistent with WSSPC Policy Recommendation 09-2: developing earthquake 

risk-reduction strategies. Each local community mitigation plan integrates with the State Hazard 

Mitigation Plan, enhancing Alaska’s overall seismic resilience. DHS&EM added all-hazard 

vulnerability assessment to the Division’s Homeland Security and Vulnerability Assessment 

teams to provide additional information to critical facility operations around the state. These 

initiatives are consistent with WSSPC Policy Recommendation 06-1: promoting the development 

of risk-reduction strategies.” 

(AZ) “Not to my knowledge. This is an issue that AZGS has not engaged in.” 

 

(CA) “Work has occurred through the Concrete Coalition in the past:  

http://www.concretecoalition.org/california-inventory-project/ 

(ID) “The Idaho Bureau of Disaster Services (now Idaho Office of Emergency Management 

[IOEM]), FEMA, and the Idaho Department of Education funded a review of seismic safety for 

public school buildings in 1988. Part of that review was to identify high risk school buildings. 

More recently, the IOEM received NEHRP funds to do a seismic assessment of state and school 

buildings, create an inventory of URM facilities, and identify vulnerable structures.” 

 

(NV) “Initial efforts have begun inventory buildings at the local level, particularly in Reno and 

Las Vegas, however a comprehensive identification and prioritization program for the State has 

not been developed.” 

 

(NM) “Not to our knowledge.” 

(OR) “Although the Oregon Seismic Safety Advisory Commission has identified this as a 

statewide need, resources to conduct this work is not available.” 

 

(WYHS) “The structures have only been identified at this point.  WOHS is unaware of any strategic 

actions taken to reduce the earthquake risk to these structures.”  

http://www.concretecoalition.org/california-inventory-project/
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Building Codes 
 

Policy Recommendation 17-4: Identification and Mitigation of Unreinforced Masonry 

Structures 

Unreinforced masonry bearing-wall structures represent one of the greatest life-safety threats and 

economic burdens to the public during damaging earthquakes. WSSPC recommends that each 

state, province, or territory adopt a program to identify the extent of risk that unreinforced 

masonry structures represent in their communities and develop recommendations that will 

effectively address the reduction of this risk. 

 

a) Has your state, province, or territory adopted a program to identify the risk from 

unreinforced masonry buildings? 

 

Yes (4): CA, ID, UT, WY 

No (6): AK, AZ, MT, NM, NV, OR  

N/A (0): 

No Response (0): 

 

    
 

Comments: 

 

(AK) “It is only applicable to municipalities at this time to adhere to any guidelines. The Seismic 

commission can only make recommendations.” 

 

(ID) “The Idaho Bureau of Disaster Services (now Idaho Office of Emergency Management 

[IOEM]), FEMA, and the Idaho Department of Education funded a review of seismic safety for 

public school buildings in 1988. Part of that review was to identify high risk school buildings. 

More recently, the IOEM received NEHRP funds to do a seismic assessment of state and school 

buildings, create an inventory of URM facilities, and identify vulnerable structures.” 

 

(NV) “No, but this has been recommended. 

YES
40%
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60%

N/A
0%

No Response
0%

17-4-A
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Although, NBMG has not adopted an official program, NBMG staff participated in an 

unreinforced masonry structures workshop in Utah and Nevada in 2019. 

The Nevada Resilience Advisory Committee had presentations, discussion, and made 

recommendations towards reducing the seismic risk of unreinforced masonry buildings. The 

recommendations propose completing the inventory of unreinforced masonry buildings in 

Nevada, prioritizing them with regard to risk, develop an awareness amongst the public and 

decision makers to reduce this risk, develop information and resources to begin reducing the 

highest risk buildings, through replacement or rehabilitation.” 

(NM) “Not to our knowledge.” 

(OR) “Although the Oregon Seismic Safety Advisory Commission has identified this as a 

statewide need, resources to conduct this work is not available.  The City of Portland is pursuing 

a URM ordinance.” 

 

(WYHS) “We have identified and inventoried some non-ductile concrete buildings and 

unreinforced masonry buildings in the state’s highest risk areas, which are located on the western 

portions of Wyoming.  The inventoried buildings are all public buildings.  This was done 

utilizing NEHRP Grant funding and NETAP-trained personnel several years ago.” 

 

b) If yes, is the program voluntary or mandatory? Please describe. 

 

(CA) “Mandatory and voluntary efforts have occurred at the jurisdiction level: 

http://www.eerinc.org/old/quake06/best_practices/fact_sheets/historic_fs_urm.pdf 

 

(ID) “This is a voluntary effort.” 

(UT) “DEM with support of the USSC and the SEAU conducted a pilot program of inventorying 

a sample of K-12 schools across the state. “Utah Students At Risk” was a preliminary survey to 

look at the URM problem is school districts. In 2013, through the Governor’s budget, $150,000 

was set aside for the School Authority committee to conduct a more comprehensive study of 

schools. 

 

Additionally, Salt Lake City Emergency Management has a grant program, Fix the Bricks, for 

citizens who reside in an URM to apply for funds to increase their home’s resistance to 

earthquakes. 

 

In developing earthquake scenarios along the Wasatch front, DEM has received access some the 

county assessor’s databases. Processing these databases has allowed DEM to better understand 

the number of URMs in those locations.” 

 

(WYHS) “Voluntary only.  The structures were identified and inventoried at the request of local 

emergency managers when NEHRP grant funding was made available to accomplish the project.  

Funding limitations have made this project challenging to pursue further.” 

http://www.eerinc.org/old/quake06/best_practices/fact_sheets/historic_fs_urm.pdf
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Building Codes 

 

Policy Recommendation 19-4: Seismic Provisions in the 2018 International Building Codes 

WSSPC endorses the prompt adoption and enforcement of the seismic provisions of the 2018 

International Building Code, the 2018 International Residential Code, and the 2018 International 

Existing Building Code (and the 2018 National Building Code of Canada, where applicable) as 

minimum standards by states, territories, provinces and/or local jurisdictions. Further, WSSPC 

discourages modifications or amendments that would weaken the Code or its required 

inspections. WSSPC also encourages Code organizations to continue the development and 

refinement of building codes and consensus standards to remain substantially equivalent to the 

National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program (NEHRP) Recommended Seismic Provisions 

for New Buildings and Other Structures (FEMA 1050) and encourages authorities having 

jurisdictions to focus on seismic education, purpose, incentives, lifelines and the 

business/industry and residential sectors. 

 

Has your state, province, or territory adopted seismic provisions that meet or exceed those 

provisions in the 2015 International Building Code, International Existing Building Code and 

International Residential Code?  

 

Yes (3): CA, NV, UT 

No (5): AK, AZ, NM, OR, WY 

N/A (0):  

No Response (2): ID, MT 
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Comments: 

 

(AK) “2018 codes are in adoption stage at this time. Planned to be approved in early 2020.” 

 

(CA) “The latest info is here: 

https://www.iccsafe.org/news-and-events-calendar/significant-structural-changes-in-the-2019-

cbc-2018-ibc/ 

(AZ) “Not that I am aware of.” 

 

(ID) “I’m not sure if Idaho has adopted special seismic provisions.” 

 

(MT) “Not sure.” 

 

(NM) “Not to our knowledge.” 

 

(NV) “Not to our knowledge.” 

 

(OR) “The State of Oregon adopts the IBC but with limitations. An example, Oregon does not 

adopt Chapter 6 of ASCE 6-16 on Tsunami Loads and Effects and does not regulate new non-

building structures, such as structural towers, tanks, pipe racks, etc.” 

 

(UT) “The 2018 International Building Code and 2015 International Residential Code is 

adopted statewide by Utah statute 15A-2-103 (https://le.utah.gov/xcode/Title15A/Chapter2/15A-

2-S103.html).” 

 

(WYHS) “Wyoming is a ‘home rule state.’ Adoption of building codes rests at the local level.  

Some local jurisdictions have adopted building codes, others have not.  The State Fire Marshall’s 

Office does enforce fire code for public buildings and for structures where the public gathers.  

No earthquake building codes are adopted or enforced at the state level.” 

  

https://www.iccsafe.org/news-and-events-calendar/significant-structural-changes-in-the-2019-cbc-2018-ibc/
https://www.iccsafe.org/news-and-events-calendar/significant-structural-changes-in-the-2019-cbc-2018-ibc/
https://le.utah.gov/xcode/Title15A/Chapter2/15A-2-S103.html)
https://le.utah.gov/xcode/Title15A/Chapter2/15A-2-S103.html)
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School Building Safety 

 
Policy Recommendation 19-10: Joint Policy for the Evaluation and Seismic Remediation of 

School Buildings 

The Western States Seismic Policy Council, with the support of the Earthquake Engineering 

Research Institute, recommends that each member state, province and territory establish as a goal 

that all school buildings be seismically resilient. Seismically vulnerable school buildings should 

be retrofitted or replaced by new earthquake resilient school buildings as an important part of a 

nationwide school earthquake resiliency goal. 

 

a) Has the policy recommendation been distributed to policy and decision makers, elected 

officials, school districts, parent/teacher associations, teacher unions, school administrators, 

building departments or elected leaders? 

 

Yes (4): AK, CA, UT, WY 

No (6): AZ, ID, MT, NM, NV, OR  

N/A (0): 

No Response (0): 

 

     
 

 

Comments: 

 

(AZ) “Not that I am aware of. It is possible but unlikely that ADEM has raised this issue with 

policy makers.” 

 

(NM) “Not to our knowledge.” 

 

(UT) “See Policy Recommendation 17-4” 
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b) Has your state, province, or territory or school districts within your state, province, or 

territory adopted a seismic retrofit plan for school buildings? 

 

Yes (3): CA, UT, OR 

No (6): AK, AZ, MT, NM, NV, WY 

N/A (0): 

No Response (1): ID 

 

    
 

Comments: 

 

(AK) “Some schools have been assessed using Rapid Visual Screening (RVS) methods, but there 

is no statewide or area-wide plan for retrofitting any school buildings that we are aware of. 

Districts impacted by the November 2018 event are in process of evaluating many facilities in 

their districts.” 

 

(ID) “I don’t know.” 

 

(NV) “NBMG is not aware of any seismic retrofit plans for school buildings.” 

 

(NM) “Not to our knowledge.” 

 

(OR) “The State of Oregon conducted a statewide seismic needs assessment on public schools 

and requires seismic school safety. The State provides school districts seismic technical 

assistance grants and has a State seismic rehabilitation grant program.” 

 

(UT) “Since the late 80’s, Salt Lake School District started bonding to either retrofit or 

replace all their schools. Other districts have evaluated their building inventory and developed a 

replacement and retrofit strategy for their older buildings.” 
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(WYHS) “The State of Wyoming has been aggressively updating and replacing school building 

stock for some time.  According to the School Building Commissions’ website, design guidelines 

were first implemented in 2003. 

Statutes prescribe the long term goal that over time, building conditions are brought to adequate 

levels. Statute requires that the regular assessment of school buildings include seismic rating and 

structural integrity.  Each school facility is assessed every 4 years.  The statute that speaks to this 

is Wyoming Statute Title 21, Chapter 15, Section 115 [21-15-115) – Statewide standards for 

school building and facility adequacy; adequacy assessment. 

New schools are required to meet all applicable building codes, which includes seismic building 

codes.  Additionally, if or when a school building is funded for renovation, the renovation scope 

may include structural improvements” 
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School Building Safety 
 

Policy Recommendation 17-8: Seismic Design and Construction of New Schools 

WSSPC recommends that each member state, province, and territory establish and fund an active 

program to improve the seismic safety of new schools by selectively increasing the current 

design and construction requirements for buildings and non-structural components, providing 

rigorous plan reviews and inspections and by establishing minimum regional seismic design 

categories for new schools. WSSPC also recommends that appropriate responsible local and 

federal entities provide dedicated financial support for the establishment of a program that 

improves the seismic safety of new schools. 

 

a) Has the policy recommendation been sent to all identified policy and decision makers, 

(elected officials), heads of key departments such as emergency managers, building officials 

and planners and chairs of the State Seismic Commissions and Boards? 

 

Yes (5): AK, CA, NV, UT, WY 

No (5): AZ, ID, MT, NM, OR 

N/A (0): 

No Response (0): 

 

   
 

Comments: 

 

(AK) “The state of Alaska does not have a dedicated program to identify or retrofit schools for 

seismic safety. However, The ASHSC has been rather successful in leveraging FEMA NEHRP 

funding to conduct rapid visual screenings of school buildings in major communities across the 

state. This has proven to be a fairly successful way to engage communities and to raise 

awareness. Funding retrofits remains a challenge. But the state has made laudable progress on 

identifying high priority schools.” 

 

(AZ) “Not that I am aware of.” 
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(NV) “The policy recommendation was discussed with the Nevada Earthquake Safety Council 

and Nevada Resiliency Committee.” 

(NM) “Not to our knowledge.” 

(UT) “The USSC, whose members include the State of Utah’s building official and 

representative from the SEAU along with most, if not all county EM’s are aware of the 

earthquake risk. They encourage their school representatives to include seismic consideration in 

new construction. Building codes would demand non-structural adherence to the code, districts 

have some discretion on buildings.” 

 

(WYHS) “The State of Wyoming has been aggressively updating and replacing school building 

stock for some time.  According to the School Building Commissions’ website, design guidelines 

were first implemented in 2003. 

Statutes prescribe the long term goal that over time, building conditions are brought to adequate 

levels. Statute requires that the regular assessment of school buildings include seismic rating and 

structural integrity.  Each school facility is assessed every 4 years.  The statute that speaks to this 

is Wyoming Statute Title 21, Chapter 15, Section 115 [21-15-115) – Statewide standards for 

school building and facility adequacy; adequacy assessment. 

New schools are required to meet all applicable building codes, which includes seismic building 

codes.  Additionally, if or when a school building is funded for renovation, the renovation scope 

may include structural improvements.” 

 

b) Has your state adopted elevated seismically designed standards for school facilities? 

Yes (3): CA, NV, OR 

No (6): AK, AZ, MT, NM, UT, WY 

N/A (0):  

No Response (1): ID 

   

   
Comments: 
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(CA) “An analysis of the effectiveness of the Field Act establishing seismic safety for schools 

following the 1933 Long Beach Earthquake is here: https://ssc.ca.gov/forms_pubs/cssc_09-

02_the_field_act_report_appendices.pdf 

(ID) “I don’t know” 

 

(NV) “New schools currently follow established building codes.” 

 

(NM) “Not to our knowledge.” 

 

(OR) “The State seismic rehabilitation grant program requires common areas, such as 

auditoriums and gyms, to be brought to immediate occupancy levels when using its funds.” 

 

  

https://ssc.ca.gov/forms_pubs/cssc_09-02_the_field_act_report_appendices.pdf
https://ssc.ca.gov/forms_pubs/cssc_09-02_the_field_act_report_appendices.pdf
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Lifelines 

 
Policy Recommendation 19-11: Reliability of Lifeline Services 

WSSPC encourages utility regulatory bodies and utility service providers to implement current 

best practices and seismic design in the construction and maintenance of their infrastructure in 

order to assure satisfactory performance in future earthquakes. WSSPC also encourages the 

establishment of collaborative bodies, such as lifeline councils, to coordinate practices and 

examine interdependencies. 

 

a) Has your state, province, or territory encouraged agencies and regulators to develop 

guidelines addressing the seismic resilience of critical infrastructure? 

 

Yes (3): AK, CA, OR 

No (5): AZ, MT, NM, NV, WY 

N/A (1): UT 

No Answer (1): ID 

 

    
 

Comments: 

 

(AZ) “Not that I am aware of.” 

 

(CA) “There are several Lifeline Councils in California including San Francisco and Southern 

California. 

The San Francisco Lifelines Council (https://sfgov.org/orr/lifelines-council) seeks to accomplish 

the following objectives: 

• Develop and improve collaboration in the City and across the region. 

• Understand inter-system dependencies to enhance planning, restoration and 

reconstruction. 

• Share information about recovery plans, projects and priorities. 

• Establish coordination processes for lifeline restoration and recovery following a major 

disaster event.” 

 

https://sfgov.org/orr/lifelines-council
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(ID) “I don’t know” 

 

(NV) “No, but some private hardening of infrastructure has occurred. 

 

Nevada utilities have to design to high standards for strong winds and other effects. This more 

robust construction for features such as utility poles may have dividends during strong shaking. 

Note that the 2008 Wells, Nevada earthquake did not cause problems to the electrical hardware, 

and the high standards for construction were attributed as the reason why.” 

(NM) “Not to our knowledge.” 

(OR) “The State of Oregon requires seismic vulnerability assessments and mitigation plans of 

water districts and investor-owned utilities.” 

(UT) “Most state agencies are aware of the earthquake hazard. For the big infrastructure 

providers, Dominion, Rocky Mountain Power, Cell Companies, it’s a matter of economics. They 

cannot afford not to be operational, so seismic considerations are a part of their upgrade and new 

construction. UDOT has prioritized where they apply higher seismic requirements to their new 

bridge construction.” 
 

b) Have public and private lifeline operators utilized available seismic design and performance 

guidelines in the construction, operation and rehabilitation of their facilities? 

 

Yes (3): AK, CA, OR 

No (2): AZ, NM 

N/A (2): UT, WY 

No Response (3): ID, MT, NV 
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Comments: 

 

(AK) “As stated earlier, the Alaska Partnership for Infrastructure Protection, or APIP, works to 

integrate the private and public sector critical infrastructure owners into the municipal, state, and 

federal emergency framework, participating in all stages of the disaster cycle, from preparedness 

and mitigation through to response and recovery. APIP’s purpose is to improve Alaska’s 

emergency management capabilities through information sharing, emergency planning and 

process improvement.” 

(AZ) “Not that I am aware of.” 

(CA) “Comments: Examples include the Post-Loma Prieta and Post-Sylmar Earthquakes 

Caltrans Highway bridge Retrofit Programs and the San Francisco Hetch-Hetchy Water System 

Retrofit/Upgrade Project. 

 

A recent USGS Report Outlines a number of seismic capital investment projects “Reported 

investments in earthquake mitigation top $73 to $80 billion in the San Francisco Bay Area, 

California, since the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake”:  

https://pubs.er.usgs.gov/publication/ofr20181168 

 

(ID) “I don’t know.” 

(MT) “Not sure.” 

(NM) “Not to our knowledge.” 

(UT) “As mentioned. Another public/private agency, water/waste water agencies have 

used PDM grants to upgrade their facilities, but there is limited upgrading of their delivery 

system.” 

  

https://pubs.er.usgs.gov/publication/ofr20181168
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Lifelines 
 

Policy Recommendation 19-12: Earthquake Actuated Automatic Gas Shutoff Devices 

WSSPC recommends that each state, province or territory that is considering implementing 

requirements for installing earthquake-actuated automatic gas shutoff devices in industrial, 

commercial and/or residential applications assure that shutoff valves meet the provisions of the 

most currently available revision of ANSI/ASCE/SEI Standard 25 (Earthquake-Actuated 

Automatic Gas Shutoff Devices) and be installed in conformance with the manufacturer’s 

installation instructions. The cost versus benefit of turning gas on after an event or the analysis of 

false activation is left to the authority having jurisdiction. The policy only advocates that if a 

decision is made to proceed with earthquake actuated automatic gas shutoff devices that the 

current standard be utilized. 

 

Has your state, province, or territory considered implementing a requirement for installing 

automatic gas shutoff devices in industrial, commercial and/or residential applications that 

meets the provisions of the most currently available revision of ANSI/ASCE/SEI Standard 25 

(Earthquake-Actuated Automatic Gas Shutoff Devices)?  

 

Yes (3): AK, CA, MT 

No (6): AZ, NM, NV, OR, UT, WY 

N/A (0):  

No Response (1): ID 

 

   
 

Comments: 

 

(AZ) “I don’t know” 

 

(CA) “Existing law requires any new seismic gas shutoff device sold in this state to be certified 

by the State Architect, who is required to establish a fee for the certification that is continuously 

appropriated to the State Architect for the costs of administering the certification program. 

Existing law requires the State Architect to certify seismic gas shutoff devices and automatic gas 
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shutoff devices that are not activated by motion but are activated by significant gas leaks or 

overpressure surges, that meet specified requirements. Any violation of these and various other 

earthquake safety device requirements is a misdemeanor.  

http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billTextClient.xhtml?bill_id=200320040SB1898   

 

(ID) “I don’t know” 

 

(MT) “I believe that an automatic gas shutoff device was installed on the new building on the 

Montana Tech campus. I don’t know if they have been installed anywhere else.” 

 

(NV) “Automatic shut off valves are a private decision.  There have been some schools in Las 

Vegas Valley that have funded shut-off valves to their schools with the FEMA Pre-disaster 

mitigation grant monies.” 

 

(NM) “Not to our knowledge.” 

 

(OR) “This policy has been useful to help increase awareness and understanding of shutoff 

devices.” 

 

 

  

http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billTextClient.xhtml?bill_id=200320040SB1898
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Tsunami 

 
Policy Recommendation 17-1: Improving Tsunami Public Education and Warning 

Procedures for Distant and Local Sources 

WSSPC recommends expanding the efforts by NOAA, the USGS, FEMA, and WSSPC members 

to enhance public education programs about potential impacts from local tsunamis and the need 

to evacuate threatened areas immediately after strong or sustained ground shaking; prioritizing 

those efforts, which have an immediate and direct impact on life-safety for locally-generated 

tsunamis, over deep-sea tsunami detection systems that have no benefit for local warnings. 

WSSPC also recommends robust, effective, and fully maintained implementation of the tsunami 

detection system by NOAA, as long as it is not at the expense of community-level tsunami 

preparedness, mitigation, and recovery planning. 

 

Has your state, province, or territory communicated to federal, state, and local stakeholders its 

position on support for enhanced educational efforts in communities at risk to local tsunami 

sources? 

 

Yes (3): AK, CA, OR 

No (3): NV, NM, WY 

N/A (3): AZ, MT, UT 

No Response (1): ID 

 

   
 

Comments: 

 

(AK) “The National Tsunami Hazard Mitigation Program with NOAA is very active and 

supports many projects across coastal Alaska.” 

 

(CA) “WSSPC Policy recommendations and white papers were instrumental in promoting 

passage of the Tsunami Warning and Research Act of 2017.  The California Tsunami Program 

encompasses the following summarized efforts: 
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• Coastal setting:  CA has 1,100 miles of coastline; 50% of the coast is low-lying and/or 

populated; all of which is mapped for inundation.  There are approximately 375,000 

residents in the tsunami hazard zone with millions of visitors annually.   

• Tsunami Preparedness includes regular Statewide Steering Committee and individual 

jurisdiction meetings; annual Tsunami Preparedness Week supporting local activities; 

ongoing education/outreach; and community response plan development. 

• Inundation and Evacuation Zone Improvements:  Inundation maps are being updated 

on NTHMP recommendations that that happen every 10 years (minor updates).   

• Probabilistic Tsunami Hazard Mapping will inform updates and further support 

building codes & land use planning.  

• Tsunami Evacuation Response Decision-Support Tools (Evacuation/Maritime 

Playbooks).  Enhanced response decision-support tools incorporate tsunami scenarios 

into emergency response plans for evacuation and maritime response coordination. 

• TsunamiReady® support and coordination:  46 TsunamiReady Communities (7 

Counties, 27 Communities, 2 Indian Tribes/Nations, 7 Government/Military Sites, 1 

University, 2 Commercial Sites).   

• The first TsunamiReady Tier II community in the nation (Manila) occurred in 2019 to 

help mitigate extreme tsunami risk that may involve more challenging planning. 

• Maritime Tsunami Response Outreach: outreach materials specifically address the 

movement of watercraft in a tsunami emergency. 

• TsunamiZone.org Website:  Online resource for tsunami education and outreach 

materials.  Registration totals for 2019 were 335,711.” 

 

 

(ID) “I don’t think so.” 

 

(NV) “Although Nevada is exposed to tsunami risk from potential earthquake displacements 

beneath large lakes, the tsunami risk in general is low.  There has been little research conducted 

as to potential inundation zones and maximum wave heights.  Thus, tsunami public education 

programs have not yet been developed.” 

 

(OR) “The State of Oregon conveys its position to the National Tsunami Hazard Mitigation 

Program.” 

 

(WYHS) “Tsunami’s are not an issue in Wyoming, and are therefore not addressed with public 

education or warning procedures.” 
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Tsunami 
 

Policy Recommendation 19-1: Rapid and Effective Tsunami Identification and Response 

WSSPC recommends that each coastal state, province, territory and tribal agency work with 

coastal jurisdictions to develop evacuation plans for both near-source and distant-source 

tsunamis, and supplement these emergency plans with a preparedness education campaign 

focusing on instructions to evacuate based on ground shaking, that ensures all populated coastal 

areas in the WSSPC coastal states, territories and provinces are guided by at least one type of 

system, appropriate to local conditions. Strong coordination should also occur between and 

among federal partners, such as the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), and the Federal Emergency Management Agency 

(FEMA) and state/academic institutions developing earthquake early warning system (EEW) 

technologies, expanding upon the WSSPC Policy Recommendation on Earthquake Early 

Warning, to ensure appropriate community response to both earthquake and tsunami alerts. 

 

a) Has your state, province, or territory continued to support increased tsunami mitigation, 

preparedness, and response activities through improved planning, drills, and exercises? 

 

Yes (3): AK, CA, OR 

No (2): NV, WY 

N/A (5): AZ, ID, MT, NM, UT  

No Response (0):  

 

   
 

Comments: 

 

(CA) “California has a robust program in place with Cal OES, CGS, NWS, and 20 coastal 

counties as primary partners who meet bi-annually, and more than 100 times per year 

individually on various aspects of planning, risk analysis/product delivery, exercises, and 

technical implementation of capability.  There are 48 TsunamiReady Communities, of which the 

above activities are a requirement.  The state conducts one of 2 in the nation end-to-end tsunami 

YES
30%

NO
20%

N/A
50%

No Response
0%

19-1-A

YES

NO

N/A

No Response
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warning communications tests annually during Tsunami Preparedness Week at the end of March.  

Additionally, a statewide communications drill occurs that same week.  Local jurisdictions also 

conduct their own drills, exercises, and planning and consult regularly with the state program.” 

 

(ID) “I don’t think so.” 

 

b) Has your state, province or territory worked with NTHMP to support development of 

guidance on rapid identification and notification systems? 

 

Yes (3): AK, CA, OR 

No (1): NV 

N/A (4): AZ, MT, UT, WY 

No Response (2): ID, NM 

 

   
 

Comments: 

 

(AK) “Based on infrastructure and costs, Alaska focuses mainly on mass notifications systems. 

i.e. Sirens” 

 

(CA) “This occurs through the NTHMP Warning Coordination Subcommittee and other 

subcommittees during annual meetings and throughout the year. 

https://nws.weather.gov/nthmp/warning_guidance_subcommittee.html  

 

(ID) “I don’t think so.” 

 

 

https://nws.weather.gov/nthmp/warning_guidance_subcommittee.html
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c) Has your state, province, or territory communicated this WSSPC adopted policy or forwarded 

Policy Recommendation 19-1 to NOAA, USGS, FEMA, state or local decision makers, or other 

organizations for budgetary and technical support? 

 

Yes (2): AK, CA,  

No (1): OR 

N/A (5): AZ, MT, NV, UT, WY 

No Response (2): ID, NM 

 

   
 

Comments: 

 

(AK) “Several members of NTHMP are also WSSPC members” 

 

(CA) “WSSPC Policy recommendations and white papers were instrumental in promoting 

passage of the Tsunami Warning and Research Act of 2017” 

 

(ID) “I don’t think so.” 
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Post-Event Management 

 
Policy Recommendation 19-3: Post-Earthquake Technical Clearinghouses 

WSSPC recommends that each member state, province, and territory establish a plan for a post-

earthquake technical clearinghouse to be activated if possible within 24 hours after each major 

earthquake within its jurisdiction. WSSPC also recommends that multi-jurisdictional agreements 

between and among WSSPC members, Federal agencies and appropriate partners be established 

to enable development of a single comprehensive technical clearinghouse in the event of a large 

earthquake, preferably driven by the states, territories and provinces involved. 

 

a) Has your state, province, or territory established a plan for a post-earthquake 

clearinghouse? 

 

Yes (6): AK, CA, ID, NV, OR, UT 

No (4): AZ, MT, NM, WY  

N/A (0): 

No Response (0): 

 

   

   
   

 

Comments: 

 

(CA) “California has had a plan since the mid-1970’s.  It has been activated many times since 

then.  The plan hasn’t been updated recently.  The clearinghouse was activated most recently for 

the July 2019 Ridgecrest Earthquake.  Two workshops will be conducted in 2020 in California.” 

 

(ID) “Our plan was developed by EERI, IOEM, and IGS. The plan was exercised in March 2019 

with significant support from WSSPC and many other partners.” 

 

(NV) “A Nevada post-earthquake technical clearinghouse web site and operations plan is 

currently under development.” 
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(NM) “This is something that we would like to pursue. It depends entirely on the participation of 

our partners at New Mexico Tech, something they were not able to commit in 2019. This 

remains a priority.” 

 

(OR) “DOGAMI plans to work with the Earthquake Engineering Research Institute” 

 

(UT) “The Utah Geological Survey, in collaboration with the DEM, has established a plan for a 

post-earthquake technical clearinghouse.” 

 

 

b) Has your state, province, or territory established agreements (MOAs) with other state and 

federal agencies? 

 

Yes (3): AK, ID, NV 

No (6): AZ, CA, NM, OR, UT, WY 

N/A (0): 

No Response (1): MT 

 

   
 

Comments: 

 

(AZ) “Not that I’m aware of.” 

 

(CA) “Not formally with regard to Earthquake Clearinghouses (as with Nisqually and FEMA – 

UW MOU to host EQCH)” 

 

(MT) “Not sure.” 

 

(NV) “NBMG has begun conversations with neighboring state surveys to gauge interest in 

becoming partners in the developing post-earthquake technical clearinghouse web site and 
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operations plan.  Partnerships include commitments to assisting the state of Nevada during an 

earthquake response including field personnel, communication resources, etc.” 

 

(NM) “This is also something we would be interested in, depending on the participation of our 

partners at New Mexico Tech” 

 

(UT) “As far as I know, there is no formal MOA from Utah to any other state. However, 

Utah supported Nevada with their 2008 Wells earthquake clearinghouse. I think it’s understood 

that, if any of the WSSPC states and those states closes to Utah, Utah will be available to assist 

in the establishment and operation of a clearinghouse whether physical or virtual.” 
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(Final Questions) 

 

1) Does your state, province, or territory have any current policies in place which you 

believe would be beneficial to share with WSSPC members and partners? If so, please 

provide: 

• The name 

• Brief descriptive, and 

• A link to the document, if available 

 

 

(AZ) “None that I’m aware of.” 

 

(OR) “To include dependency issues on the lifeline policies (which is in discussion)” 

 

 

2)  Do you have any specific thoughts or ideas for new policies which could benefit WSSPC 

members and partners? 

 

(CA) “Federal (2020) Proposed  

• HR 5494, the Catastrophe Loss Mitigation Incentive and Tax Parity Act 

o https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/5494 

o This bill excludes from gross income, for income tax purposes, any qualified 

catastrophe mitigation payment made under a state-based catastrophe loss 

mitigation program. A qualified catastrophe mitigation payment means any 

amount received for making improvements to an individual's residence for the 

sole purpose of reducing the damage that would be done to such residence by a 

windstorm, earthquake, or wildfire. 

 

California (2019) Proposed (varying status of passage / not passage / re-introduced / etc.) 

• AB 234 Nazarian (D) Income Taxes: Credit: Seismic Retrofits  

o http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=201920200AB

234  

o This bill, for taxable years beginning on or after January 1, 2020, and before 

January 1, 2025, would allow a tax credit under both laws in an amount equal to 

30% of the qualified costs paid or incurred by a qualified taxpayer for any seismic 

retrofit construction on a qualified building, as provided.  

• AB 393 Nazarian (D) Building Codes: Earthquake Safety: Functional Recovery 

Standard  

o http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=201920200AB

393  

o Building codes: earthquake safety: functional recovery standard. 

o The California Building Standards Law provides for the adoption of building 

standards by state agencies by requiring all state agencies that adopt or propose 

adoption of any building standard to submit the building standard to the California 

Building Standards Commission (commission) for approval and adoption. 

https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/5494
http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=201920200AB234
http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=201920200AB234
http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=201920200AB393
http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=201920200AB393
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o This bill would require the commission, by June 30, 2020, to assemble a 

functional recovery working group comprised of certain state entities and 

members of the construction and insurance industries, as specified. The bill would 

require the working group, by June 30, 2021, to consider whether a “functional 

recovery” standard is warranted for all or some building occupancy 

classifications, using specified criteria, and to investigate the practical means of 

implementing that standard, as specified. The bill would require the working 

group to advise the appropriate state agencies to propose the building standards, 

as specified. The bill would authorize the commission to adopt regulations based 

upon the recommendations from the working group for nonresidential 

occupancies. The bill would define “functional recovery” for purposes of these 

provisions, as specified. The bill would provide legislative findings in support of 

these provisions. 

• AB 429 Nazarian (D) Seismically Vulnerable Building: Inventory  

o http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=201920200AB

429  

o Existing law establishes a program within all cities and all counties and portions 

thereof located within seismic zone 4, as defined, to identify all potentially 

hazardous buildings and to establish a mitigation program for these buildings. The 

mitigation program may include, among other things, the adoption by ordinance of 

a hazardous buildings program, measures to strengthen buildings, and the 

application of structural standards necessary to provide for life safety above current 

code requirements. Existing law requires the Alfred E. Alquist Seismic Safety 

Commission to report annually to the Legislature on the filing of mitigation 

programs relating to building construction standards from local jurisdictions. 

o This bill would require the commission, by specified deadlines, to identify funding 

and develop a bidding process for hiring a third-party contractor to create an 

inventory of potentially vulnerable buildings, as defined. 

• AB 511 Nazarian (D) Mobile Telephony Service: Earthquake Early Warning  

o http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=201920200AB

511 

o  (a) On and after December 1, 2020, any mobile telephony service communications 

device sold in California shall incorporate earthquake early warning technology to 

function as part of the wireless emergency alerts system, and that function shall be 

activated unless the purchaser expressly exercises the option to deactivate that 

function. 

o (b) By December 1, 2020, every mobile telephony service provider providing 

service in California shall incorporate earthquake early warning technology to 

function as part of the wireless emergency alerts system, unless the subscriber 

expressly exercises the option to deactivate that function. 

• AB 548 Rodriguez (D) Earthquake Brace and Bolt Program  

o http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=201920200AB

548  

o (a) In administering the Earthquake Brace and Bolt program pursuant to Section 

10089.395, the California Residential Mitigation Program (CRMP) shall do both of 

the following: 

http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=201920200AB429
http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=201920200AB429
http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=201920200AB511
http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=201920200AB511
http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=201920200AB548
http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=201920200AB548
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o (1) Provide outreach to low-income households to increase awareness of the 

Earthquake Brace and Bolt program in those communities where the program is 

offered. 

o (2) Set aside at least 10 percent of the funds available each year for the program 

pursuant to Section 10089.395 to provide supplemental grants to homeowners in 

low-income households who were selected to receive grants pursuant to subdivision 

(c) of Section 10089.395. 

 

(NV) “The Nevada Earthquake Safety Council was cancelled by the Nevada legislature in late 

2018.  The adoption of policy recommendation “Recommendation for State Seismic Safety 

Councils and/or Commissions” will help Nevada re-establish an earthquake safety council.   

 

A potentially new policy recommendation could focus on training for rescue 

personnel/responders and developing protocol for response to earthquake damaged buildings.  

There currently exists gaps in knowledge where the emergency response staff may be exposing 

themselves to more risk than they perceive.  There is a need for specific training potentially 

sponsored by resources identified through state coordination that could be put into place.  This 

need was discussed at the Nevada Resilience Committee.” 

 

(WYHS) “Not at this time.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you very much for your participation in this survey! 

 

 

 
 


